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The PowerBoard 2.1

> HOW DOES THE POWErBOarD 2.1 WOrK? 
Vibration training on the PowerBoard 2.1 by Casada with alternating movements that are adapted to the human anatomy 
stimulates the muscles being worked on in such a way that is easy on the joints. A stretch reflex is triggered in the muscles 
which leads to a contraction of the legs all the way up to the back. The number of reflexes per second varies depending 
on the frequency of the training. For example, at a frequency of 25 Hz per second up to 1500 contraction cycles in the 
muscles can be reached. 
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> SPEcificaTiOnS

Measurements – 79 x 47 x 14,5 cm 
Nnet/gross Weight – 22 kg / 25 kg
Max. Capacity – 120 kg
Voltage – AC 220-240 V ~ 50/60 Hz
Rated power – max. 250 Watt
Frequency – 5,6 Hz – 13,6 Hz
Amplitude – 0 – 18 mm
Speed levels – 1 – 20
Operating time – 3 auto-programs à 15 minutes | manuell 1-15 minutes

What‘s what?

> alTErnaTing mOvEmEnT
Alternately means “by changing”. So how we do while walking, lifting first one foot and then lift the other foot, so does the 
PowerBoard 2.1 with alternating movement. Lifting one side, then the other 

> amPliTuDE
According to Wikipedia,  amplitude means: the biggest oscillation (of, f.e. a pendulum) from the zero line. Depending the 
Power Board: In position III, the board has an amplitude / vibration height of 18 mm.

> frEquEncy
Measurement of frequency is Hertz. (like the measurement of weight is kilo/grams. The Hertz is the number of repetitive 
processes per second. The PowerBoard 2.1 moves in a frame of 5.6 Hertz (Stage 1) to 13.6 Hertz (stage 20). This means, 
at level 20 the board swings/ alternates 13.6 times up and down per second.



Lack of physical activity –  
the health risk of our time

> Naturally, the human body is anatomically designed for movement. While our ancestors, the hunters and gathe-

rers, were constantly on the move, we now only use our feet to get from one seat to another. 

As a consequence of technological development the way we work has also changed drastically – humanity sat 

down – and hence, the implications of physical inactivity are increasing worldwide. 

In order to stay energetic up until old age physical activity is essential and also definitely doable. During the later 

years of our life the process of muscle reduction speeds up and the metabolism slows down. Adequate physical 

activity can effectively counteract these natural processes.

Exercise does not only benefit our physical but also our mental health. The muscles and the brain are inextri-

cably linked with each other. Whenever we use our muscles, our brain is so busy with coordinating our move-

ments, that we can put all stress aside and rest in the peacefulness of our minds.



Consequences of physical inactivity 

Insufficient physical activity results in an abundance of avoidable and uncalled for effects on the health of the 

whole organism. The probability of chronic health issues is increasing since our body needs exercise to stay 

vital and healthy. 

> muSclE rEDucTiOn
> BacKacHE
> HEaDacHE
> carDiOvaScular DiSEaSES 
> HyPErTEnSiOn
> DigESTivE PrOBlEmS
> OvErWEigHT
> TyPE 2 DiaBETES 
> OSTEOarTHriTiS
> SuScEPTiBiliTy TO infEcTiOn
> STrESS DiSOrDErS

> muSclE rEDucTiOn
The muscles of our body need a balanced load of strain and physical activity in order to remain efficient. If they 
are not properly used they lose their strength and eventually start to break down. The stability of the joints and 
the spine is affected and the risk of a heart attack increased, when the cardiac muscle is untrained.

> BacKacHE
Tension and back problems are often the result of one-sided activities or improper loading. Trained back and 
abdominal muscles are the best prevention against a hunchback or herniated disc. Often back pain also occurs 
as a consequence of mental stress and tension. In this case movement is an effective way to restore the balance.

> HEaDacHE
The causes of headaches vary widely. Sitting for long periods of time can lead to tensions in the throat and neck 
area. This can spread further into the head and cause a headache. Equally important is the brain’s need for 
adequate oxygenation. A few minutes outdoors with fresh air increase our ability to concentrate.

> carDiOvaScular DiSEaSES 
Insufficient movement causes our heart not to be exposed to regular, suitable strain which will cause the car-
diac muscle to decrease in performance. Now, if there is an unexpected strenuous activity or situation, such 
as increased climbing of stairs or an excessive workout, the untrained heart will often be imposed to excessive 
stress. Regular exercise can prevent cardiovascular disorders.



> HyPErTEnSiOn
Hypertension is one of the most common reasons for disturbance of the cardiovascular system and a crucial 
risk factor. Regular exercise, even at low intensity, lowers the blood pressure.

> DigESTivE PrOBlEmS
The inner organisms require an adequate level of physical stress and activity as well as good blood circulation in 
order to function smoothly. Permanent sitting compresses the stomach and intestines and can lead to digestive 
problems.

> OvErWEigHT
The sedentary lifestyle of our society is also responsible for increasing obesity. The ratio of energy consumption 
and food intake gets out of balance. Most use to loose weight with various, usually frustrating diets without 
any longterm success, when all it usually takes is just a little bit of exercise. Regular and personalised exercise 
combined with an appropriate diet activates a healthy metabolism and brings the body back into balance.

> TyPE 2 DiaBETES
Type 2 diabetes affects not only the elderly, but also increasingly the young. The main reason for this is obesity 
and lack of exercise. Appropriate diet and moderate exercise can help to prevent the insidious development.

> OSTEOarTHriTiS
In other words, these joints are worn out. Insufficient physical activity causes not only a lack of nutrition of the 
cartilages but also metabolic residues of the joints cannot be sufficiently removed. This can lead to signs of wear 
as well as osteoarthritis. Exercise at moderate strain can be an effective prevention.

> SuScEPTiBiliTy TO infEcTiOn
Insufficient exercise weakens our immune system. Physical activity stimulates the production of immune cells. 
Balanced and customised workouts, strengthen the immune system. It should be noted: if you overdo it, you 
weaken it.

> STrESS DiSOrDErS
Throughout human history various situations have always caused the body to release stress hormones. In the 
past, when a man was standing in front of a dangerous animal he had only two options: fight or flight. In each of 
these scenarios stress hormones were released but also they were directly degraded again. Today's stressful si-
tuations rarely offer a possibility to decrease the stress hormones again and rather lead to chronic stress which 
consequently, sooner or later, give rise to other illnesses. Physical activity is not only a very preventive method 
but also reduces stress hormones, but also leads to a more balanced, happier and more stress-resistant self. 



Improvement

> Daily acTiviTy 
> EnDurancE
> STrEngTHEning
> rElaxaTiOn 

> Daily acTiviTy 
Any kind of daily activity, such as taking the stairs instead of an elevator or escalator, the bike instead of a car, 
walking to the next supermarket as well as puling up weeds or going to the playground with the kids, all of 
these daily activities use up a lot of energy and can indeed make a change.

> EnDurancE
Train your endurance in order to improve your stamina and coordination. This includes all type of activity that 
makes you sweat and promotes cardiac activity. Stamina training strengthens the heart, lungs, bones and the 
release of endorphins (the happiness hormone) will lighten up mood and soul. 

> STrEngTHEning 
Personalised and moderate strength training enhances posture and personal resilience. Muscles, joints, bones 
and cardiovascular system are invigorated. The use of energy increases since muscles, compared to fat, even 
burn energy while they are inactive.

> rElaxaTiOn 
Strain and relaxation should always be in balance with each other. Rest and relaxation are a very important 
part of life. Pay attention to your body’s needs, avoid being inactive for more than two hours daily and inter-
rupt periods of sedentary occupation with short breaks of physical activity every 30 minutes.



What can I achieve with the PowerBoard 2.1?

> an intra- and intermuscular stimulation through the PowerBoard 2.1 training creates new allures for your mu-

sculature and boosts your muscle buildup.

>  the alternating movement stimulates the blood circulation and provides an improved performance after only 

a short period of time.

> it is possible to treat and prevent postural deformity through the PowerBoard 2.1 training.

> since the PowerBoard 2.1 is so individual and allows you to train in many different ways, it exceeds the advan-

tages of conventional vibrating boards.

> with specific exercises the sense of balance can be trained purposely. The coordinated training is very effective 

with people who tend to fall down and who want to train their sense of balance.

>  single-handedly through the daily training with the PowerBoard 2.1, that approximately lasts a few minutes, the 

time you spend moving helps you to gain more vitality and enjoy life.

> purposely relax and loosen up your musculature after sports, hard work or a long day at the office.

>  directed training with the PowerBoard 2.1 prevents joint pain and can relax ligaments



Info´s, Tips and Tricks

firST quESTiOn(S) frOm inTErESTED cuSTOmErS

“What is this?” “What is it good for?” “what is it doing?”

> The PowerBoard 2.1 stimulates the deep muscles and counteracts back pain through his movement

> the movement of the PowerBoard 2.1 gets the body‘s fluids into motion and so the vibration can cause a 
self-healing process

> with this Board you can build up muscles on a veeerryy convenient way and so you can prevent back pain, 
illness or even strengthen the sense of balance

> the PowerBoard 2.1 can prevent and improve arthrotically related joint pain (!)

> the metabolism gets stimulated, muscles get toned and fat gets burned by this

SOmE ExamPlES anD anSWErS / STaTEmEnTS rElaTing  
TO SalES Of THE POWEr BOarD

> Vibration training is like brushing teeth: 2x 3 min./day are more effective than 1x 45 min./week

> The human body is made for about 10.000 steps a day-> hunting & collecting

> attack general weakness and lack of training! -> Couch potatoes have no future

> Attack circulatory disorder of legs and feet -> come back on track

> Improve your balance, agility and elasticity and prevent falling! 

> Or you invest some time and money into your health RIGHT NOW or you will HAVE TO Invest more 
money and more time into your weak and illness

> 2 ½ hours for the gym, come on, nobody wants to spend this time. With the Board you can stay at home and 
have a convenient training with good effects and efforts

OBjEcTiOn HanDling

> “how much it costs? That is a very good question. What else is important for you?”

> “how much it is? What do YOU think?”

> “Too expensive? What would be your suggested price for it?”



Exercises with PowerBoard 2.1

WARM-UP 

LUNGE  
Stabilization of the foot links, main concentration on the 
leg musculature and on the lower back area

SWINGING ARMS
Contraction in calves and thigh musculature, relaxation of 
the whole back and shoulder area

WARM-UP / BEST-AGER

WARM-UP

SITTING  
Very relaxing exercise, can prevent postural deformity, 
activates the pelvic floor musculature and loosens up the 
whole back.

BEST-AGER
DUMBBELL TRAINING 
TRICEPS 
Grants a balanced and 
upright posture, requires 
coordination and relaxes the 
whole shoulder area



PUSH UPS
Strengthens the chest and back musculature. With that 
same position and without much effort you can also do 
some great relaxation exercises for your arms and for 
your shoulder area.

STRENGTHENING

ROLL IN
Just like the sitting position, effective relaxation exercises 
for the whole back and neck area, stimulates the thigh 
musculature and helps the blood circulation.

DUMBBELL TURNING
Stimulates and activates the back musculature on the side 
(Lat), develops the coordination and creates new allures 
in the pelvis and lower back area.

BEST-AGER

Exercises with PowerBoard 2.1



BUTTOCkS LIFTING 
Very good exercise for the back, supports and pleases the 
lymphatic drainage. Foot links will be strained gently and 
the calves musculature will be strengthened.

RELAxATION

RELAxING THE BACk
Helps the blood circulation a lot in the whole arm area, 
can prevent tingling hands, helps easing pain in the upper 
back area.

RELAxATION

Exercises with PowerBoard 2.1
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